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HydrangeaWebinarQnA 
 
Hi friends! 
Our daughter, co-host Sonja Nikkila who solves audience technical trouble  and corrals 
questions from the chat window to be answered during the Q&A at the end of each 
chapter, thought that webinar 20 was going to be lightly attended and maybe briefer 
than usual. She based this on the fact that “Hydrangeas” is a “pretty limited topic.” We 
laughed together when she told us this because of course you and I know that 
hydrangeas are one of the hottest topics in gardening and have been for decades. Steven 
and I know that in any catalog of questions we keep, from our classes and lectures or 
writing Q&A columns, hydrangea questions will outnumber all other topics. 
So there were questions from the audience that we could not cover during the webinar 
time. Those questions and our answers are here. 
 
Audience questions we did cover during webinar Q&A. View the recordings for: 
At the end of chapter 1: 
Endless Summer blooms ok in Wooster, MA. Known as Endless Bummer too. How to 

protect to bloom? Can Wilt-pruf help? 
Which hydrangeas most pollinator friendly? (All with more open flower clusters.) 
Leaf underside fuzzy means more drought tolerant? (Yes.) 
Sun requirements of hydrangeas? (Woods edge. Cool. Part shade.) 
How to tell between different hydrangea species? (Leaf type.) 
How far cut back oakleaf hydrangea? (Cut some canes hard each year; leave all others.) 
 
At the end of chapter 2: 
Climbing hydrangea 15 years hasn’t bloomed. (Don’t let it grow horizontally on ground.) 
Climbing hydrangea damage chimney? (Not if mortar was intact to begin with.) 
Climbing hydrangea hurt tree? (Not likely. Not a strangler.) 
Can avoid hydrangea leaf tier? (Fewer each year if controlled.) 
Hydrangea ok under Norway maple? Black walnut? (Yes. With irrigation.) 
 
At the end of chapter 3: 
How far back you can cut a new hydrangea? An established hydrangea? (Far as needed.) 
Can cut a hydrangea back in fall same as spring? (Yes but wait til spring on new plant.) 
Straight branches on panicle hydrangea mistaken for suckers. (They do look different.) 
Should cut branches be painted? (No.) 
Can climbing hydrangea grow in a raised planter at base of tree? (Yes.) 
Do you prune differently the mopheads that bloom on both new and old wood? (No.) 
How to promote branching on a branchless side of a panicle hydrangea? (Tough to do.) 
Deformed leaves on snowball from leaf tier? (Can be.) 
Any special fertilizer for hydrangeas? (No) 
How to support a large-flowered snowball hydrangea that flops? (Stakes within) 
Zone a same as zone 5 re hydrangeas? (More mophead hydrangeas bloom.) 
Opinion of multi-colored mophead hydrangeas? (Can look interesting.) 
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Questions about moving/dividing hydrangeas: 
Judith: How can you move and replant hydrangeas that are not doing well in their 

current space? 
Janet & Steven: Just dig them. They move readily. If the plant is not doing well it can 

only do better after a move so move it sooner rather than later. Early spring and 
early fall are good times. Water it well a day or so before the move. Tie the branches 
together- cinch them in to each other to be out of your way and out of danger of 
being broken. Use a sharp spade to cut down all around the plant at the drip line, 
severing roots cleanly. Then dig outside that cut line to create a trench. Turn your 
spade to horizontal and begin undercutting the shrub from the bottom of the trench. 
Undercut all around. Insert your spade blade and lever the plant up so you can cut 
further beneath. When it is free, slide it onto a tarp and drag it to its new location. 

 
JFSchenk: Can you move old shrubs that have been there for years?  
Janet & Steven: Yes. Like any older shrub it can be a much bigger job to move an older 

hydrangea than a newer plant. We quite often divide old snowball hydrangeas when 
we move them because they become so big, and moving really old panicle 
hydrangeas can be as big a project as moving a small tree but they all can be moved 
as described in previous question. We showed you a tree-form panicle hydrangea in 
chapter 3 as an example of how to prune and mentioned that particular shrub had 
been repeatedly moved in recent years as utility work and neighbors’ construction 
projects occurred. Despite all the moves it just kept on keeping on. 

 
Barbara: I have a mophead that is in full afternoon sun (metro west MA).  The blooms 

wilt in July and August during the afternoon. I would like to move it to a 
shadier place.  When is the best time to transplant and what steps should I take to 
prepare it? 

Janet & Steven: Good decision. No hydrangea likes hot sun, although panicle 
hydrangeas are tolerant of it. Part sun and cool conditions are their preference – so 
morning sun is better than midafternoon sun. Move it sooner rather than later. 
Water it well the day before the move. Move it on an overcast day and/or rig a shade 
for it in its new spot to keep hot late afternoon sun off it until it’s grown new roots. 
Don’t move it – better to discard it – if it does not come out of the wilt. Heat stroke 
in a hydrangea can become a chronic condition, unfixable. 

 
JFSchenk: If you’ve had snowball hydrangea for years under a large tree but only some 

flower, should you divide them? Should you pitch the divisions or plant them? 
Janet & Steven: It might need dividing but might simply need to be thinned. Try 

pruning it, first. Remove all the oldest wood and spindly wood next spring and see if 
it blooms better. If it does bloom more fully you could divide it. Or you could keep 
pruning annually. If it doesn’t bloom more after pruning this way then we’d try 
digging it to divide it. Dig it as described above for a move, and either cut pie-
shaped wedges out of the root mass as you dig it out, or saw through the clump after 
you lift it. Discard the center, oldest part of the plant. Replant as many vigorous 
younger pieces as you have use for, compost the rest. We’d bare some roots and 
inspect them as we did this because older hydrangeas can be weakened by root 
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nematodes and fall off blooming. Infested roots look like they have rheumatoid 
arthritis, gnarled and stunted. We usually get rid of nematode infested plants. 

 
Jennifer: Any advice on transplanting a hydrangea that grew too big? 
Janet & Steven: Tie up the branches to make it more manageable or cut it back hard so 

you are moving only the root mass. All hydrangeas can e cut to the ground and will 
grow back fine. Those that bloom on old wood won’t bloom the year after the move 
but that is a fair exchange if it saves backbreaking work. 

 
Linda: What will allow a sucker to be transplanted successfully? 
Janet & Steven: If it has roots it can be planted on its own. Make a clan cut with a sharp 

spade, or clear the soil away from the connection between sucker and mother plant 
and sever that link with a saw. Then loosen the soil around the root area to lift as 
much root as possible. If the root mass is small in proportion to the top, prune out 
some of the top and keep the soil moist until new growth develops (that year or the 
next spring). If the sucker is just developing and you have the time, sever the 
connection to the mother plant now but don’t dig the roots until the next year.  

 
Deer Repellent Recommendations from the audience, since Janet & Steven 

pointed out that deer browse hydrangeas: 
 
Fentonite: What product is best to use as a deer deterrent. Dee are everywhere! 
 
Kathie Skinner: Deer Defeat has worked for me, but the deer are quite vicious this year. 
Chris Gatti: I use Deer Out spray and it is very effective. 
Amy & Stacy B-P: Plantskydd 
Stacy B-P: Garlic oil is good also. 
Michele & Stacy B-P: Isn't the trick for products to deter deer, is to change them up. Use 

multiple ones per season. Change up what you use since the deer become sensitized 
to you and it's no longer effective. 

Sonja: I’ve heard both (purchased) coyote urine and (natural) human urine 
Marilyn: Beware of urine as a deterrent if you have a dog. My lab would roll in it. Only 

used it once. 
Janet & Steven: We’ve seen exactly that – most repellents work if applied frequently to 

keep new growth covered, and most deer will become tolerant of a repellent, even 
predator urine if the same product is always used. It is especially. Hard to keep deer 
from browsing in winter when they are most hungry. Most botanical gardens 
exclude deer rather than repel – they put up fences or cage plants. A note about 
human rine as a repellent: Deer become quickly accustomed to people. In many 
areas they hardly move when we run at them waving our arms and in those places 
we would not even consider using human hair or urine as a deterrent. 

 
Miscellany: 
JFSchenk: Can you expect climbing hydrangea to grow well up a sided garage? 
Janet & Steven: We’ve seen climbing hydrangea attach to all types of surface: wood, 

brick, aluminum, bark, stone. Start pruning before it overgrows. Don’t let it get 
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beyond the size you want and then start pruning to reduce it because removing 
already-attached branches can remove the paint from siding and wood. 

 
Sonja: Please repeat how different hydrangeas can be known by their leaves. 
Janet & Steven: Leaf arrower than long, Hydrangea paniculata. Leaf looks like big white 

oak leaf, oakleaf hydrangea. Leaf has glossy smooth surface, climbing hydrangea. 
Leaf is large and has large saw teeth on edge, deepest-cut teeth at tip end, 
bigleaf/mophead hydrangea. Leaf is large heart shape, has a furred feel and small 
teeth all around the edge, snowball hydrangea. 

 
Bonus! ======================= 
Expert recommends ‘Little Quick Fire’ and ‘Lady in Red’ 
Our friend and fellow educator Dennis Groh reports: 
Hi Janet and Steven, 
 
I see this week's program is on Hydrangeas. 
 
I have four cultivars of the dwarf oak leaf hydrangea (‘Ruby Slippers’, ‘Munchkin’, ‘Pee 
Wee’, and ’Sykes Dwarf’). They are nice sized, reliable, trouble-free plants which over 
time stay in an acceptable size and offer a nice texture/leaf contrast in heavy shade. But 
not show stoppers. 
 
However, the hydrangea show stopper which has really captured my attention is 
the Little Quick Fire® Hydrangea paniculata, a smaller (3-5’ tall and to 2-4’ wide) and 
earlier-flowering form of the panicle hydrangea. It begins to bloom a full month before 
traditional varieties, and it is in bloom for several months. Each panicle (to 6” tall) 
contains abundant showy sterile florets and first appear green, then quickly turn white, 
forming conical heads with about 75 flowers in each one. By late summer they are 
blushed pink, and as the cooler weather arrives for fall, they darken until they are a rich 
reddish-purple color, making a striking fall display. This plant has no significant pests 
or diseases, the only care needed is a little basic pruning in early spring, just as the new 
shoots appear. This plant is hardy in zone 3. 
 
Professor Hasselkus (Ed Hasselkus, U of WI prof. Emeritus) alerted me to this plant 
because he was trialing it before it was commercially available. Since then, I have added 
six to our landscape. Perhaps more in the future, if they are available when the August 
sales kick in ;-) 
 
In general, have had unsatisfactory experience with H. macrophylla, however, the one 
exception has been Hydrangea macrophylla 'Lady In Red' Plant Patent #15,175. This 
lacecap seems more cold hardy than the species. Everyone asks about this plant when 
they see it. A lot of red pigmentation in the stems, petioles and leaves. Good pink/blue 
flowers. Good mildew resistance. Some fall leaf color. 
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Above: Little Quick Fire, a Hydrangea paniculata dwarf variety. 
==================================== 
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Above: Hydrangea macrophylla Lady in Red  
 
 


